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Abstract

words. This means NMT cannot use coverage vectors as are used in SMT to prevent translations
from being dropped.
There are methods that use dynamic states,
which are regarded as a soft coverage vector, at
each source word position (Tu et al., 2016b; Mi et
al., 2016). These methods will alleviate the problem; however, they do not decide whether to terminate decoding on the basis of the detection of untranslated content. Therefore, the translation dropping problem remains.
We evaluated two types of probability for detecting untranslated content. One type is the
cumulative attention (ATN) probability for each
source position. The other type is the back translation (BT) probability of each source word from the
MT output. The latter type does not necessarily
require word-level correspondences between languages, which are not easy to infer precisely in
NMT. We also compared direct use of the probabilities and the use of the ratio of the probabilities,
which compares the negative logarithm of a probability to the minimum value of the negative logarithm of the probability in the n-best outputs. In
addition, we evaluated the effect of using detection
scores to rerank the n-best outputs of NMT.
We conducted experiments for the detection of
untranslated source content words in 100 sentences with MT outputs translated using NMT on
Japanese–English patent translation task data sets.
The results are as follows. The detection accuracies achieved using the ratio of probabilities were
higher than those achieved directly using the probabilities. ATN and BT are each more effective than
random choice at detecting untranslated content.
BT was better than ATN. The detection accuracy
further improved when ATN and BT were used
together. Reranking using the scores of the two
types of probabilities improved the BLEU scores.
BLEU scores improved further when the detection

Despite its promise, neural machine translation (NMT) has a serious problem in that
source content may be mistakenly left untranslated. The ability to detect untranslated content is important for the practical use of NMT. We evaluate two types
of probability with which to detect untranslated content: the cumulative attention (ATN) probability and back translation (BT) probability from the target sentence to the source sentence. Experiments on detecting untranslated content in
Japanese–English patent translations show
that ATN and BT are each more effective
than random choice, BT is more effective
than ATN, and the combination of the two
provides further improvements. We also
confirmed the effectiveness of using ATN
and BT to rerank the n-best NMT outputs.

1

Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) (Sutskever et
al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2015) outputs fluent translations. However, some of the source
content—not only word-level expressions but also
clause-level expressions—is sometimes missing
from the output translation, especially when NMT
translates long sentences. An example is shown
in Figure 1. The occurrence of untranslated content is a serious problem limiting practical use of
NMT.
Conventional statistical machine translation
(SMT) (Koehn et al., 2003; Chiang, 2007) explicitly distinguishes the untranslated source words
from the translated source words in decoding
and keeps translating until no untranslated source
words remain. However, NMT does not explicitly distinguish untranslated words from translated
47
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その後 、 第 1 段 から 順に 第 M 段 まで 、 ADC ＃ 1 と ADC ＃ 2 の パイプ ライン ゲイン エラー 補
正 を 交互に 繰り返す （ ステップ S 6 と S 7 、 ステップ S 8 と S 9 、 ステップ S 10 と S 11 ） 。
After that , the correction of a pipeline gain error of ADC # 1 and ADC # 2 is sequentially repeated alternately
from the first stage to the Mth stage ( steps S6 and S7 , steps S8 and S9 , steps S10 and S11 ) .
After that , the pipeline gain error correction of the ADC # 1 and the ADC # 2 is alternately repeated ( steps
S6 and S7 , steps S8 and S11 ) .

Figure 1: Example of untranslated content in Japanese–English translation by NMT. The shaded parts
in the input were mistakenly not translated. The shaded parts in the reference are the corresponding
translations of the untranslated parts.
scores of the two types of probabilities were used
together. We counted the number of untranslated
content words in 100 sentences and found that the
untranslated content in the reranked outputs was
less than that in the baseline NMT outputs.
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the target language. The state si is calculated
⊤ ⊤
⊤
as si = f (si−1 , [ci ; Ey yi−1 ] ), where f is the
LSTM function. The context vector c∑
i is calculated as a weighted sum of hj : ci =
j αi,j hj ,
where

Neural Machine Translation

exp(ei,j )
,
αi,j = ∑
j exp(ei,j )

We briefly describe the baseline attention-based
NMT based on previous work (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) that we used. The NMT consists of an encoder that encodes a source sentence and a decoder that generates a target sentence.
Given an input sentence, we convert each word
into a one-hot vector and obtain a one-hot vector
sequence x = x1 , . . . , xT x . The encoder produces
−
→⊤ ←
−⊤ ⊤
a vector hj = [ h j ; h j ] for each source word
position j using long short-term memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and the word
embedding matrix Ex for the source language.
−
→
−
→
h j = f ( h j−1 , Ex xj ) is the vector output by the
forward LSTM, where f is the LSTM function,
←
−
←
−
and h j = f ( h j+1 , Ex xj ) is the vector output by
the backward LSTM.
The decoder calculates the probability of a
translation y = y1 , . . . , yT y given x, where yi
is also a one-hot vector at a target word position
i. The decoder searches ŷ = argmaxy p(y|x) to
output ŷ. The probability is decomposed into the
product of the probabilities of each word:
∏
p(y|x) =
p(yi |y1 , . . . , yi−1 , x).
(1)

ei,j = v ⊤ tanh(Ws si−1 + Wy Ey yi−1 ).

3 Detection of Untranslated Content
We describe the two types of probabilities and
their use in detecting untranslated content.1
3.1 Cumulative Attention Probability
Heavily attended source words would have been
translated, while sparsely attended source words
would not have been translated (Tu et al., 2016b).
Therefore, the ATN probabilities for each source
word position should provide clues to the detection of untranslated content. Using Equation (4),
we define an ATN probability score (ATN-P) aj ,
which represents a score of missing the content of
xj from y, as
aj = − log

Each conditional probability on the right-hand
side is modeled as
p(yi |y1 , . . . , yi−1 , x) =

(5)

v is a weight vector.
αi,j represents the attention probability, which
can be regarded as a probabilistic correspondence
between yi and xj to some extent.

i

sofmax(yi⊤ Wt ti ),

(4)

(∑

)
αi,j .

(6)

i

The value2 in parentheses in Equation (6) is the
ATN probability at the source position j in x. i
represents a target word position in y.

(2)

ti = maxout(Us si + Uy Ey yi−1 + Uc ci ), (3)

1

The use of their combination is explained in Section 5.2.
Adding a small positive value ϵ to the value is a practical
solution of avoiding calculating log(0). In our experiments,
there was no such case and we did not add ϵ.

where si is a hidden state of the LSTM, ci is a
context vector, W. and U. represent weight matrices, and Ey is the word embedding matrix for

2
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However, some source words do not inherently
correspond to any target word3 , and one source
word may correspond to two or more target words.
Therefore, aj does not always correctly represent
the degree of missing the content of xj .
We solve this problem as follows. We define
an ATN ratio score (ATN-R), which is based on
a probability ratio. Here, the n-best outputs are
represented as y1 , . . . , yn . Furthermore, we make
the following assumption.

a score based on a probability ratio. We define the
BT ratio score (BT-R) qjd , which is a score of missing the content of xj from yd , as
′

qjd = bdj − min
(bdj ).
′

4 Application to Translation Scores
The scores described in the previous section will
contribute to the selection of a better output (i.e.,
one that has less untranslated content) from the nbest outputs. We evaluated the effect of reranking
using these scores.
As a sentence score for reranking, we use the
weighted sum of the output score and the detection
score with a weight β:
∑
log(p(yd |x)) − β
rjd .
(10)

Assumption: Existence of translations
The translation of an arbitrary input word
xj , (1 ≤ j ≤ Tx ) exists somewhere in the
n-best outputs yd , (1 ≤ d ≤ n), except when
xj does not inherently correspond to any target words.
Accordingly, we regard mind adj as a score without
missing a translation, where adj represents aj for
y d . The ATN-R rjd , which represents a score of
dropping the content of xj from yd , is defined as
′

rjd = adj − min
(adj )
′
d

j

We subtract rjd , which is a score of missing the
content of xj , from the likelihood of the translation. When qjd is used, we replace rjd with qjd .
Because reranking compares the n-best outputs of
the same input, the reranking results of ATN-R and
those of ATN-P are the same.4 In the same manner,
the reranking results of BT-R and those of BT-P
are the same. In what follows, we use ATN-R and
BT-R.
When rjd and qjd are used together, we use the
score
∑
∑
log(p(yd |x)) − γ
rjd − λ
qjd ,
(11)

(7)

This value represents the logarithm of the probability ratio.
3.2 Back Translation Probability
We define BT as the forced decoding from an MT
output to its input sentence. When the content of
a source word is missing in the MT output, the BT
probability of the source word is expected to be
small. We use this expectation as a clue for detecting untranslated content. A detection method
based on the BT probability has the feature that the
method does not require the specification of wordlevel correspondences between languages, which
is not easy to infer precisely. Here, we present a
BT probability score (BT-P) bdj based on the BT
probability of xj from yd as
bdj = − log(p(xj |x1 , . . . , xj−1 , yd )).

(9)

d

j

j

where γ and λ are weight parameters.

5 Experiments
As translation data sets including long sentences,
we chose Japanese–English patent translations.
We conducted experiments to confirm the effects
of the scores on the detection of untranslated content and the effects on translation.

(8)

5.1 Common Setup
We used the NTCIR-9 and NTCIR-10 Japaneseto-English translation task data sets (Goto et al.,
2011; Goto et al., 2013). The number of parallel
sentence pairs in the training data was 3.2M. We

The probability in Equation (8) is calculated using
the NMT method described in Section 2.
We again employ the assumption of the “existence of translations” in the previous section and
accordingly mind (bdj ) is the score of an output that
contains the content of xj . With this, we calculate

4

However, the results differ when we rank translations
among input sentences. The following is an example of such
a situation. The translations of many input sentences are
ranked and the bottom translations are replaced with the outputs of SMT to reduce missing translation.

3
For example, articles in English do not usually correspond to any words in Japanese.
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used sentences that were 100 words or fewer in
length in the training data for Japanese to English
(JE) translation. We used sentences that were 50
words or fewer in length in the training data for
BT to reduce computational costs. We did not use
any monolingual corpus. We used development
data consisting of 1000 sentence pairs, which were
the first half of the official development data. The
numbers of test sentences were 2000 for NTCIR-9
and 2300 for NTCIR-10. We used the Stepp tagger5 as the English tokenizer and Juman 7.016 as
the Japanese tokenizer.
We used Kyoto-NMT (Cromieres, 2016) as
the NMT implementation and modified it to fit
Equation (5). The following settings were used.
The most-frequent 30K words were used for both
source and target words, and the remaining words
were replaced with a special token (UNK). The
numbers of LSTM units of the forward and backward encoders were each 1000, the number of
LSTM units of the decoder was 1000, the word
embedding sizes for the source and target words
were each 620, and the size of the vector just before the output layer was 500. The number of
hidden layer units and the sizes of the embedding/weight/vocabulary were the same as in (Bahdanau et al., 2015). The mini-batch size for training was 64 for JE and 128 for BT. We used Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) to train the NMT models. We trained the NMT models for a total of six
epochs. The development data were used to select
the best model during the training. The decoding
involved a beam search with a beam width of 20.
We limited the output length to double the length
of the input. We used all of the outputs7 from the
beam search as the n-best outputs.8
β, γ, and λ in Section 4 were selected from
{0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2} using the development data
such that the BLEU score was the highest.

tent.
Setup
We prepared the evaluation data as follows. Employing NMT, we translated NTCIR-10 test data
whose lengths and reference lengths were each
100 words or fewer.9 We used the best outputs
from the beam search for each test sentence. To
pick up translations including untranslated content, we sorted the translations on the basis of
(translation length)/ min(input length, reference
length) in ascending order. We then selected 100
sentences from the top and identified 632 untranslated content words in the 100 selected sentences,
which consisted of 4457 words. The 632 identified words were used as the gold data. In this process, we removed the sentences from the selected
sentences when we could not identify untranslated
parts.
Here, we regarded words including Chinese
characters, Arabic numerals, katakana characters,
or alphabet letters as content words in Japanese.
This is because hiragana characters are basically used for functional roles in Japanese sentences. Even if the part-of-speech is a verb, words
comprising only hiragana characters (e.g., suru)
mainly play formal roles and do not contain substantive meaning in most cases for patents and
business documents.
When rjd and qjd were used together, we calculated the detection score
γrjd + λqjd ,

(12)

where γ and λ were those selected in Section 5.1.
Results and Discussion
We ranked words10 in the 100 selected source sentences on the basis of the scores described in Section 3 and compared them with the gold data (632
words). The results are shown in Figure 2. The
average precision of random choice was 0.14 =
632/4457. The results were as follows.

5.2 Detecting Untranslated Content
We translated the NTCIR-10 test data from
Japanese into English using the baseline NMT system and manually specified untranslated source
parts. We then compared the effects of the scores
in Section 3 on the detection of untranslated con-

• ATN-P and BT-P were more effective than
random choice.
• ATN-R was better than ATN-P, and BT-R was
better than BT-P for the detection.

5

http://www.nactem.ac.uk/enju/index.html
http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/EN/index.php?JUMAN
7
Word sequences that were terminated with the end of
sentence (EOS) tokens.
8
n was different for each input. n tended to be large when
the input lengths were long.

• Back translation (BT-R) was more effective
than cumulative attention (ATN-R).

6

9

Sentences longer than 100 words were not included in
the training data.
10
More properly, we ranked word positions.
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Figure 2: Detection results
Input
Reference
Output

ISO 感 度 値 が 小 さ い と き に は 増 幅 度 が 小 さ く 、
ISO 感度 値 が 大きい とき に は 増幅 度 が 大きい 。
The amplification is small when the ISO sensitivity value is low ,
while the amplification is large when the ISO sensitivity value is high .
When the ISO sensitivity value is small , the gain is small .

Figure 3: Unsuccessful example based on BT. Untranslated parts are shaded.
Untranslated content
A content word appears only once in an input sentence
A content word appears twice or more in an input sentence

BT-R
Good
Bad

ATN-R
Fair
Fair

Table 1: Sensitivity of detection of untranslated content.
• The combination of scores (BT-R & ATN-R)
was better than the score of each component
(BT-R or ATN-R).

word appears twice or more in the input sentence
because the cumulative probabilities increase depending on the frequency of the word in the MT
output. Because ATN-R is based on ATN-P, it has
the same characteristics as ATN-P.
Therefore, BT-R and ATN-R are complementary to some extent (Table 1), and this seems to be
why the combination works best.

Figure 3 shows an unsuccessful example of BTR. The same content word (ISO) appears twice in
the input. It was thus hard to detect the untranslated underlined ISO in the input on the basis of
BT-R because the corresponding word (ISO) existed in the output.
On the one hand, the detection sensitivity of BTP is thought to be high for a content word that appears only once in the input sentence. On the other
hand, the detection sensitivity of BT-P is thought
to be low for a content word that appears twice or
more in the input sentence. Because BT-R is based
on BT-P, it has the same characteristics as BT-P. In
contrast, ATN-P is sensitive even when a content

5.3 Reranking the n-best Outputs
We reranked the n-best NMT outputs following
Section 4 and assessed the effect on the translation.
Setup
For comparison, we used the baseline NMT system with soft coverage models (Mi et al., 2016; Tu
51

NTCIR-10
30.58
31.99
38.68
39.82
40.14
40.36
38.89
39.13

Phrase-based SMT
Hierarchical phrase-based SMT
NMT Baseline
Rerank with ATN-R
Rerank with BT-R
Rerank with ATN-R & BT-R
NMT Baseline with COVERAGE-neural
NMT Baseline with COVERAGE-linguistic

NTCIR-9
30.21
31.48
37.83
38.88
39.16
39.46
37.90
38.03

Table 2: Translation results (BLEU)
100
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Reference
Phrase-based SMT
BT-R & ATN-R
NMT baseline

80

Average output length

70
60
50
40
30
20
10

(90,100]
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(70,80]

(60,70]
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(40,50]

(30,40]

(20,30]

(10,20]

(0,10]

0

Input length class

Figure 4: Average output lengths
et al., 2016b), which were used in first-pass decoding.11 Whereas these studies used gated recurrent
units (GRUs) (Chung et al., 2014) for the NMT
and coverage models, we used LSTM.12 The soft
coverage model of (Mi et al., 2016) is called a neural soft coverage model (COVERAGE-neural). Tu
et al. (2016b) proposed linguistic and neural soft
coverage models. We used the linguistic version of
(Tu et al., 2016b). We call this model the linguistic
soft coverage model (COVERAGE-linguistic).
As references, we used conventional SMT using

Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) with a distortion-limit
of 20 for phrase-based SMT and a max-chart-span
of 1000 for hierarchical phrase-based SMT.
Results and Discussion
Table 2 gives the results measured by caseinsensitive BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002). Overall, the results indicate the effectiveness of using
ATN probabilities and BT probabilities for translation scores.
We now compare the soft coverage models. Because the difference between the results of the
NMT baseline and the results of COVERAGEneural are small, the effect of COVERAGE-neural
was small for this dataset. The difference between the results of the NMT baseline and the
results of COVERAGE-linguistic was also small
(less than 0.5 BLEU points), whereas the improve-

11
These methods are not competing but are cooperative because they can be used to produce better n-best outputs.
12
Our experiments indicated that the BLEU scores of the
baseline NMT system using LSTM were higher than those of
the baseline NMT system using GRUs. The training time of
the neural soft coverage model using the Chainer (Tokui et
al., 2015) LSTM for one epoch was shorter than that of the
neural soft coverage model using the Chainer GRU.
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NMT baseline
Rerank with BT-R & ATN-R

Missing translation
0.061 (137/2251)
0.020 (45/2251)

Repeated translation
0.004 (9/2251)
0.004 (9/2251)

Table 3: Rate of mistakenly untranslated content words (missing translation) and mistakenly repeated
translations. The values in parentheses denote the number of source content words.
ment of COVERAGE-linguistic was greater than
that of COVERAGE-neural. In contrast, the results of Rerank with ATN-R obtained improvements of more than 1 BLEU point compared with
the NMT baseline. Both the soft coverage models and Rerank with ATN-R are based on attention
probabilities. The soft coverage models therefore
have room for improvement on this dataset, which
means that there is a difficulty in training soft coverage models using end-to-end learning to take advantage of the attention probabilities as well as
Rerank with ATN-R. The difficulties would depend on the data sets.13
We now compare ATN-R and BT-R. ATN-R
and BT-R were effective in reranking. BT-R was
slightly better than ATN-R. The combined use of
ATN-R and BT-R was more effective than using
only one component. These results are consistent with the detection results described in Section
5.2. The difference between reranking with BTR and reranking with ATN-R & BT-R was statistically significant at α = 0.01, which was computed using a tool14 of the bootstrap resampling
test (Koehn, 2004).

We compared the average output lengths using NTCIR-10 test data for the test sentences no
longer than 100 words. The average output lengths
are shown in Figure 4. The figure shows that the
average output lengths of the NMT baseline tend
to be shorter than the average reference lengths
for long sentences. The average lengths of Rerank
with BT-R & ATN-R were longer than those of the
NMT baseline, and they were closer to the average
reference lengths than those of the NMT baseline.
To check whether the amount of untranslated
content was reduced by Rerank with ATN-R &
BT-R, we counted untranslated content words in
100 randomly selected test sentences from the
NTCIR-10 test data and their translations produced by the NMT baseline and by Rerank with
ATN-R & BT-R. We removed sentences from the
selected test sentences when the test sentence or
its reference sentence was longer than 100 words.
Words were regarded as content words when the
words met the conditions of content words explained in Section 5.2. The results are presented
in Table 3. The results confirm that the amount of
untranslated content was reduced by Rerank with
ATN-R & BT-R without increasing the amount of
mistakenly repeated translations.

13

We consider possible reasons that the improvements in
the BLEU scores achived with the coverage models were not
as great as improvements in (Tu et al., 2016b; Mi et al., 2016)
as follows. We compare Figure 4 in this paper and Figure
6 in (Tu et al., 2016b) showing the lengths of translations.
Contrary to our baseline results, the output lengths of their
baseline were much shorter than those of the phrase-based
SMT when source sentences were longer than 50 words. This
means that there is less missing content for our baseline than
for their baseline. We therefore believe the following reasons
explain the smaller improvements achieved with the coverage
models.
• There is less room for improvement for our baseline
with the coverage models than for their baseline.
• Because there is less missing content for our baseline,
there are fewer chances that the coverage model effectively improves the translations in our training, which
are necessary to appropriately estimate the coverage
model parameters. Therefore, the estimation of the
coverage model parameters in our training would be
more difficult than that in their training.
The second item is thought to be the reason that the improvements for COVERAGE-linguistic, which has fewer parameters, were larger than those for COVERAGE-neural, which has
more parameters.
14
https://github.com/odashi/mteval

6 Related Work
We introduced soft coverage models (Tu et al.,
2016b; Mi et al., 2016) in Section 1. In addition
to these published studies, there are several parallel related studies on arXiv (Wu et al., 2016; Li
and Jurafsky, 2016; Tu et al., 2016a).15 Wu et al.
(2016) use ATN probabilities for reranking. Li and
Jurafsky (2016) use BT probabilities for reranking. Tu et al. (2016a) use probabilities of inputs
given the decoder states for reranking. Their probabilities are similar to the BT probabilities that
we evaluated. However, unlike BT, to calculate
15

Reviewers for EACL 2017 short paper mentioned Li and
Jurafsky (2016) and Wu et al. (2016) in their comments. The
neural MT tutorial given at NLP 2017 (Annual meeting of
the Association for Natural Language Processing in Japan)
introduced Tu et al. (2016a).
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their probability, the actual yi selected in the beam
search is not used. These studies did not evaluate the effect on detecting untranslated content and
did not assess the effect of combining ATN and
BT. In contrast, we evaluated the effect on detecting untranslated content for ATN and BT. In addition, we investigated the effect of combining ATN
and BT.

7
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Conclusion

We evaluated the effect of two types of probability
on detecting untranslated content, which is a serious problem limiting the practical use of NMT.
The two types of probabilities are ATN probabilities and BT probabilities. We confirmed their effectiveness in detecting untranslated content. We
also confirmed that they were effective in reranking the n-best outputs from NMT. Improvements
in NMT will give a better chance of satisfying the
assumption of the existence of translations. This is
expected to lead to improvements in the detection
of untranslated content.
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